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The Authority Effect



Why Are You Reading This…?

That might feel like an odd question to see at the beginning of a PDF designed for you 
to read and consume its message intently…  

But it’s an important question because the answer sets the stage for everything else 
we do in our businesses and ventures online.

You see, with one or two extreme exceptions aside…

You’ll be reading this because you ultimately want to know how to get more customers... 
make more sales... online.

And when it comes to making more sales and getting more customers… 

There are countless ways to optimize conversion rates, improve sales copy, increase 
engagement… but ultimately the only way to truly scale is to drive more traffic.

Drive more traffic in your own business or online venture and your profits will increase. 

Drive more traffic to others and you’ll be paid handsomely for it.

So this PDF, which contains many case studies of successful traffic campaigns born of 
using a unique, proven and yet almost completely overlooked approach… will help you 
drive more traffic, so you can get more customers, make more sales and profit higher.
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Authority & “The Tipping Point”…

One last bit of theory just quickly before jumping into the case studies…

If we want to make more sales, the surest way to do it is by generating more traffic.

Ideally that traffic will be made up of people who are interested in what we have to offer.

We call this ‘targeted’ traffic and the best place to get that is Google.

• Imagine you’re a Physiotherapist in San Diego and wanted more clients… do you 
think you’d benefit being the top first result in Google for ‘Physio San Diego’?

• If you were selling kitchen equipment online and marketed to people who were 
into the Paleo Diet… would ranking #1 for ‘Paleo Kitchen Tools’ sound good?

Ranking high in Google ultimately comes down to one simple thing… Trust.

Google won it’s place as the world’s #1 search engine by ‘knowing exactly what people  
mean when they search’ and providing them ‘exactly what they want’. 

As such, they need to trust you… and the best way to gain trust is to build Authority.

But if you’re starting from scratch, it takes a lot of time and effort up front….
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The Sandbox & The Tipping Point...
Google places new websites in what’s known as ‘The Google Sandbox’.

This is where Google places websites its unsure about, doesn’t trust, doesn’t consider 
to have any kind of authority and therefore – unworthy to rank and show to its users.

Once you build enough Authority and Trust over time though, Google will eventually 
allow you to leave the Sandbox and start ranking you – and ranking you quickly. 

If you put put in the required time, work and effort with little-to-no reward up front… then 
eventually you hit The Tipping Point.

At this point, you have Authority in the eyes of Google, the traffic comes to you and 
everything becomes a lot easier from there.

Here’s a rough diagram to demonstrate:

It takes months (even years) creating content consistently to eventually win 
Google’s Trust and exit the ‘probation’ period known as the Google Sandbox...

The Orange Line is the way most people approach things… it’s slow and takes a long 
time to see the rewards of your efforts.

The Blue Line is what we propose you do in this PDF… leverage the pre-existing 
Authority of mainstream websites and start getting results right away…

… in as little as 43 hours.
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Page #1 Rankings in 43 Hours…

This case study report is going to reveal to you, the fastest way to effectively “hijack” 
Google’s Page 1 Results; bypassing regular SEO methods for much quicker results.

Using this method you can get your rankings on the first page of Google for very 
lucrative search terms in 24-48 hours (and often even quicker!). 

This method also complements other business and marketing strategies…

For example; with SEO, it makes PBN links even more powerful… for eCommerce, 
we’ve seen it boost a brand’s sales by double… with Local Clients, it’s proven to be 
ultra-effective for getting them into the Local 3-Pack, time and time again...

Let’s start with some examples…

          
 

NOTE: These Press Releases Rankings Snapshots

Were Taken At The Time Of Writing This Report.

#1 For Shark Earrings Fashion Store

 

What follows are some real live case studies of Press Releases submitted very recently 
…
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using the Authority Effect  and the Authority Distribution Platform
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All these rankings were achieved LESS THAN 24 HOURS 

after receiving approval of the Press Release...
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Recent Local Rankings

             
  

Here’s why...

Local businesses are happy to pay $500 - $1,000+ per month for this service due to 
the rapid results it delivers… and it only takes you around 30 mins/month to fulfill. 

           
        
              

      

(Can you see how profitable this could be for you potentially?)

1. Overnight Rankings for lucrative local search terms to drive leads to their site...

2. Positive PR and news stories to help boost conversions...

3. Generates 200+ Backlinks from trusted authority news sites, which helps rank 
the client’s site over the long-term...

4. Generates 200+ Local Citations, which are super powerful for getting a 
business into the Google Local 3-Pack… this is a huge and unique advantage!

 

This is generally considered the fastest and most attractive way to profit and get a 

NOTE: That 30 minutes actually drops to almost zero if you get  PR Authoring 
Team to write the releases for you ongoing… the service becomes completely 
hands-free at that point. So you just sell it once and then receive
$500+/mo recurring payments without any additional time, work or effort...
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Using the Authority Effect, you can rank local businesses very quickly in Google. 

The Authority Effect delivers results for Local Businesses in FOUR Important Ways:

significant ROI using the Authority Effect.



A Quick Note For SEOs...

         
          

      

• This makes your PBN (Private Blog Network) Links even more powerful and 
effective as Google expects to see this kind of mix from a popular site and trusts 
it more as a result. 

          
  

Here’s an example of a Press Release ranking for lucrative local search terms in 
under 24 hours…

 

�   Press Releases do an excellent job of diversifying a site’s backlink
 portfolio, with at least 200 clean, white hat, authority links per campaign,
 from reputable, branded sites, which Google trusts.
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Recent Niche Rankings 

              

            
         

Each Press Release will bring a steady trickle of traffic to your site and this stacks and 
builds up over time… the key is to get as much content out there as you can.

On top of this, some of your Press Releases can catch a hot trend, blow up and bring a 
nice solid spike of traffic as well! It’s important to mix the two…

       
   

By the way… if each of these traffic-getting releases only took you 15 minutes to  
write… how many do you think you would get done each day?

This press release ranked...

 

Ranking fast in a huge range of different niches and for a wide array of products and 
PRO TIP: The 

secret to getting large-scale traffic here is to create Press Releases for a multitude of 
different keywords CONSISTENTLY and on an ONGOING basis…

There’s world-class training on Keyword Selection and riding Traffic Trends for those 
bigger traffic spikes in the Member’s Area.
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services is fairly simple to achieve with the Authority Effect Press Releases.
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Recent Lucrative Business Rankings

leads and customers. 

If you can help them get more clients or customers, it can be worth a lot to them in the 
short-term if it’s a higher priced sale… and it can be worth a lot to them if they make 
their money over the course of a customer’s lifetime value.

Either way, it means you can charge substantial fees for helping them accomplish this. 

In this case we got a press release ranked…
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One of the many ways you can profit with the Authority Effect is to help a business get more
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An eCommerce Case Study...
Here’s the revenue chart for just one product where the PR Strategy was applied: 

… it was selling roughly $600-$1,000 per day to begin with…

         

… it went to an average of $1,400 per day!

And after 2 Weeks of following and implementing the strategy…

… it went to an average of $1,750 per day! 

DOUBLING SALES… Making a serious return on investment!

… Can you see why this has become a mandatory eCommerce launch strategy?

Do You Think A Placement Like This Might Get Some

Major Traffic & Cause A Big Sales Spike Over 2-7 Days?

 

After implementing the PR strategy for roughly 1 Week…
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We Want To Use Press Releases With eCommerce Because:
1. You’ll get hundreds of backlinks from very trusted, high authority websites to your 

own site or listing and this’ll help you rank better in Google…

2. It will help establish trust with your potential customers as these household brand 
name websites will be talking about your product… 

(Yep, and this is how you can ethically get those ‘As Seen On...’ badges!)

3. When someone is thinking of buying your product and they do a search for your  
brand name, they’ll see the likes of NBC, ABC, Fox News talking about you!

4. You can get great rankings and placements on Google search results for a great 
boost in traffic, especially as the trend hits (as seen above)…

:: NOTE :: The Above Is Conditional On You Using A H  igh   Q  uality   PR Provider!

:: NOTE :: Cheap & Free PR Services Simply Do Not Have The Power Required!

A Local Client Case Study...
One of our early clients was a Physiotherapist operating in a small town near London 
with a population of about 120,000…

We asked him what his patients most often came to him for, built a keyword strategy 
around that… and then went to building his PR campaign! Here are the results...
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Notice how we can get high rankings for multiple keywords with just a SINGLE press 
release through  Authority Distribution…
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These Results Were Quickly Seen With Just A Single Press Release Per Month!

The Client’s Results…
• He got too busy at one point to even call us back and tell us how it was going…

• He maxed out his opening hours, treatment rooms and staff…

• Now at full capacity with a full appointment book, his business is now generating 
well over £100,000/year…

• And it’s all down to these simple 15-minute campaigns you can do too!
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Do You See How You Could Easily Charge $500 - $1,000 Per Month Or More When 
You Can Deliver The Kind Of Results That Make A Client Say Things Like This…?

200+ Weird Local Citations & 
Ranking In The Google 3-Pack

If you were Google, or even a regular ol’ human! Which would you trust more?

1. A local business with a couple of links from some random websites you never 
heard of, plus a couple of citations on some standard business directories? or… 

2. A local business with hundreds of links from high authority websites, with 
hundreds of local citations and mentions on household brand name news sites?

Business #2 is the one winning Google’s Trust… and you can achieve that 

brand news sites, which each carry high authority… 

Each of which can link to your client’s business and the citations themselves will register 
in Google too, all for about 15 minutes effort on your part.

This strategy can be applied to a client’s Google Maps Listing and creates a huge 
advantage for a number of reasons…
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literally with a single the Authority Effect Press Release!

You see, The Authority Effect gets your release published on hundreds of authority TV & Radio



#1 – Nobody Else Is Doing This…
The fact is, right now, while SEO might not be officially saturated… we can at least 
agree it’s more competitive.

Having these ‘weird citations’ in your arsenal make you a very valuable asset and give 
you a unique edge and service to provide. 

This will help in both attracting and closing clients.

#2 – It’s Very Effective… 
For some businesses in some locations (i.e. population of <50,000), you can get a client 
ranked in Google’s 3-Pack in a matter of weeks.

More competitive terms, for businesses in higher population areas, for example, may 
take 3-6 months with 1x release per month…

Highly competitive terms will need more traditional SEO efforts, the use of a PBN for 
example… 

… however these unusual citations will help massively in that pursuit and give you an 
edge the competition doesn’t have… 

… while the press release itself actually helps diversify your other link building efforts, 
making a more natural, trustworthy backlink profile in Google’s eyes.

#3 – Amazing Results For The Client (worth $500+/mo or more)…
The truth is, ranking in the 3-pack gets a local business enormous exposure and can 
literally transform the fortunes of your client.

We’ve used this – and this alone – to triple a client’s business to the point he’s too busy 
to cope and keep up with the demand.

You also get the overnight rankings of the press releases themselves for low-to-mid 
competition keywords phrases about specific products and services.

This happens almost immediately after publication… at which point a client will happily 
pay you $500-$1,000/mo for… 

          

         

Can You See Why A Client Would Pay You $500-$1,000/mo For This?
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Why Do We Rank So High?

 

That means your single piece of content (not much different from a simple 300 word 
article) can appear on household brand name TV News & Radio sites across the web.

             
  

… getting your Press Releases onto these high authority news sites (that both Google 
and the general public trust)… we're getting serious rankings and quality traffic

 

It would be incredibly difficult to get published on these kinds of sites through regular
means… …
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This is just SOME of the distribution you get using the Authority Effect

by using the Authority Effect Distribution Platform, however



   

Ranking Prominently For A Massive High Competition Search Term…

(That ranking lasts around 2-7 days… so that was a lot of traffic for 5 min work!)

Nir Levi Used Our Client & Trending Topic Strategy To Make ~$10,000!

(From just TWO Press Releases… Killer ROI and you’ll get the same training!)

 

More Case Studies...
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Ranking For Another Major & Competitive Keyword Overnight…

(Stack Press Release Campaigns like this consistently and profit will be yours!)

(Delivering results overnight to a local business client in an unexpected niche!)
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Ron Already Made $5,000 With The Authority Effect...



      
    

Stefan Reached Out To A Prospective Client During A Live 

Week!

 

Frank’s eCommerce Business Had His Best Sales Day All Month After 
Publishing Just A Single Press Release …
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The Authority Effect Demonstration And Closed For £2,000/mo The Next



              

              
          

• More Targeted Traffic Across Hundreds Of Keywords?

• Generate A Big Traffic Spike Riding The Wave Of A Trending Topic?

• Deliver Rapid Results To Local Businesses For $250-$1,000mo Or More?

• Boost Revenues, Profits & Conversions For An eCommerce Business?

• Drive More Sales For Affiliate Products Or Your Own?

training to accomplish all of this and more…
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How are you going to use the Authority Effect for Profit?

If you were to invest in Authority Effect today, you’d be getting all our exclusive, leading
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